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if you are searching for some good bollywood workout songs for your physical fitness, this is the list
you have been looking for. these songs are some of the most popular bollywood songs, and many

people like listening to these songs while working out. music is a great way to motivate yourself. so if
you want to lose weight, get fit or just be a better person, music is the way to go. all of us love

listening to good songs. so if you are looking for some good bollywood workout songs, you have
come to the right place. these bollywood workout songs are some of the most popular bollywood

songs in the country. let us have a look at the top 10 bollywood workout songs. this song is a
combination of raga bhairavi and bhairav. the composition is very melodious with a unique rhythm. it
is written in the simple structure of the bhairav raga. the song is sung by alka yagnik and jeetendra
in the 1967 film “bade dilwale”. after singing this song, jeetendra was asked by the director, to help
him find a singer for his next film. alka yagnik was one of the most famous singers of the time. her
unique voice and folk style of singing have made this song very popular and it is the only bollywood

song that is sung in the both the indian languages, hindi and english. this song is often used as a
background score during wedding ceremonies. suman, the indian singer (with the exception of r.

surendra kishore) is the highest paid singer of indian music industry. her first solo album is a
remarkable success. the album is a mix of telugu, tamil, hindi and kannada songs, with a few songs
in english. it was an instant hit and became the best selling album of the year. it won her awards in
the sangeet natak akademi award, rajiv gandhi award, marathi award and filmfare award. her songs
are so popular that in india they are considered to be a national anthem. the songs are very popular

in india and around the globe. suman now has a hit song in almost all the languages she sings in.
she is also called the pied piper of indian music industry. her songs are like raindrops falling on the
head of the crying children of india. suman is one of the most successful hindi singer in the indian

music industry.
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